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An intersection of Yang-Mills theory with the gauge description of general relativity is considered.
This intersection has its origin in a generalized algebra, where the generators of the SO(3, 1) group
as gauge group of general relativity and the generators of a SU(N) group as gauge group of Yang-
Mills theory are not separated anymore but are related by fulfilling nontrivial commutation relations
with each other. Because of the Coleman Mandula theorem this algebra cannot be postulated as
Lie algebra. As consequence, extended gauge transformations as well as an extended expression
for the field strength tensor is obtained, which contains a term consisting of products of the Yang
Mills connection and the connection of general relativity. Accordingly a new gauge invariant action
incorporating the additional term of the generalized field strength tensor is built, which depends of
course on the corresponding tensor determining the additional intersection commutation relations.
This means that the theory describes a decisively modified interaction structure between the Yang-
Mills gauge field and the gravitational field leading to a violation of the equivalence principle.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important questions concerning the unification of all known interactions existing in nature is
the relation between internal symmetries referring to quantum numbers and external symmetries referring to the
structure of space-time. The reason is that these two classes of symmetries are not only a decisive criterion for
the formulation of fundamental theories, but as local symmetries they even determine the structure of the several
interactions appearing in nature, which are described as local gauge field theories with respect to these symmetries.
The interaction theories of the standard model of particle physics are based on the internal symmetries and are
formulated as special Yang-Mills theories [1]. In case of the electroweak theory [2] local invariance with respect to the
weak isospin is considered, whereas in quantum chromodynamics local invariance with respect to the colour space of
the quarks is considered. General relativity can be formulated as gauge theory with respect to the Poincare group,
which means that in the gauge description of gravity is considered invariance under local Lorentz transformations or
local translations [3],[4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12]. There also exist generalizations of the gauge theoretic setting of
gravity, for example the theories considered in [13],[14],[15],[16],[17],[18],[19]. This relation between the local space-
time symmetries and the dynamics of general relativity means nothing else, but that the question of incorporation
of gravity into a unified theory containing all interactions is directly connected to the problem of the distinguishing
between internal and external symmetries.
Usually the two classes of symmetries as they appear in contemporary theoretical physics are assumed to be
independent of each other, although one should expect that in a unified theory of nature containing the interactions of
the standard model as well as gravity there has to exist some kind of relation between them, which perhaps corresponds
to the relation between gravity and the other fundamental interactions. But according to the famous theorem of
Coleman and Mandula there cannot exist a Lie algebra containing nontrivial commutation relations between the
generators of internal and external symmetries [20]. Supersymmetry in a certain sense combines internal and external
symmetries [21],[22]. This is possible, because it circumvents this theorem, since its algebraic structure violates the
definition of a Lie algebra, what arises from the property that the generators of supersymmetry fulfil anticommutation
relations rather than commutation relations. Accordingly the preconditions for the Coleman Mandula theorem are
not valid with respect to supersymmetry. The ADS/CFT correspondence as duality between a supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory and a higher dimensional gravity theory is at least a direct connection between a certain theory of
gravity and a special Yang-Mills theory [23]. Other attempts to relate the two classes of symmetries, also with respect
to corresponding gauge theories, are considered in [24],[25],[26],[27],[28],[29],[30],[31],[32],[33],[34],[35][36],[37],[38],[39]
for example and gauge theories relating general relativity especially to the spin degree of freedom are formulated in
[40],[41],[42],[43].
However, there exists another possibility to establish a relation between internal and external symmetries. This
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2possibility lies in the assumption of commutation relations between the generators of an internal SU(N) group belong-
ing to a certain Yang-Mills theory and the generators of an external symmetry group like the Lorentz group, which
are unequal to a linear combination of all these generators, thus represent no Lie algebra anymore and accordingly
violate the preconditions of the Coleman Mandula theorem like supersymmetry. In this paper are assumed generalized
generators of an arbitrary SU(N) group and of the SO(3, 1) group, which fulfil commutation relations with each other
being equal to a tensor in the product space of the space of the usual SU(N) generators and the space of the usual
SO(3, 1) generators, SU(N)⊗SO(3, 1). Thus the tensor is an element of the enveloping algebra containing the usual
generators of both gauge groups. The Lie algebras of the SO(3, 1) group as well as the SU(N) group by themselves
are however assumed to remain completely unchanged and thus the generalized algebra contains these algebras as
substructure. But the additional commutation relation relating these two gauge groups violates the structure of a Lie
algebra. This means that new quantities appear defining the structure of the new algebra and thus represent another
kind of structure constants. The assumed intersection of the two symmetry groups could be something like a first
step towards a combination of these symmetries and perhaps it could be considered as a kind of approximation to a
description, where all interactions are embedded into a more general symmetry.
In accordance with this, the aim of this paper is the formulation of the corresponding intersection of Yang-Mills
gauge theory with the SO(3, 1) gauge description of general relativity. Therefore local gauge invariance of a matter
action with respect to the gauge group induced by the generalized algebra has to be considered. The resulting action
for the matter field does not differ from the usual one, which means that it couples in the same way to the gravitational
field and the Yang-Mills field as in the usual case, although generalized gauge transformations of the gauge fields have
to be defined, since the transformations with respect to both gauge groups influence the Yang-Mills connection as
well as the connection of general relativity. But because of the noncommutativity between the SU(N) generators of
the Yang-Mills theory and the SO(3, 1) generators one obtains a new sector in the field strength tensor containing the
Yang-Mills connection as well as the connection referring to general relativity. The corresponding interaction term
within the action is assumed to be quadratic in the intersection field strength to maintain gauge invariance under the
extended symmetry group containing the intersection. The Einstein-Hilbert action as well as the usual Yang-Mills
action still remain gauge invariant under the extended gauge group. Within the generalized action appear additional
interaction terms between the Yang-Mills field and the gravitational field, which lead to a violation of the equivalence
principle. The resulting theory of gravity applied to a special manifestation of Yang-Mills theory within the standard
model could yield an explanation to some phenomena in cosmology and astrophysics.
The paper is structured as follows: At the beginning the generalized algebra incorporating the additional commu-
tation relations containing generalized generators of the SU(N) group of a Yang-Mills theory as well as the SO(3, 1)
group is formulated. Then the corresponding gauge theory to the generalized algebra implying generalized gauge
transformations is considered. Building of the corresponding generalized field strength tensor obtained from the co-
variant derivative, which is based on connections being defined by using these new generators, leads to an intersection
field strength term. This intersection field strength combines the Yang-Mills connection and the connection of general
relativity and depends on the noncommutativity tensor defining the intersection. After this, a gauge invariant action
incorporating the additional term of the field strength tensor arising from the intersection of the gauge groups is built.
Finally, the corresponding generalized energy momentum tensor leading to a generalized Einstein field equation for
the gravitational field and the generalized field equation for the Yang-Mills field are derived.
II. INTERSECTION OF LORENTZ GROUP WITH INTERNAL SYMMETRY GROUP
According to the theorem of Coleman and Mandula it is not possible to construct a Lie algebra with nontrivial
commutation relations between the generators of an internal and an external symmetry group. Because of this reason
any combination of internal and external symmetries has to be expressed by an algebra, which is not a Lie algebra.
Therefore are considered commutation relations between modified generators of the SU(N) group and the SO(3, 1)
group in this paper, which are equal to a tensor in the product space of the corresponding usual generators and
thus this tensor represents itself a linear combination of generators of the SU(N) ⊗ SO(3, 1) group. This means
that as fundamental assumption is postulated the following generalized algebra incorporating nontrivial commutation
relations of the generators of an arbitrary SU(N) group as gauge group of Yang-Mills theory, denoted with TA, and
the generators of the SO(3, 1) group as gauge group of general relativity, denoted with Σab:
[
TA, TB
]
= ifABCTC ,
[Σab,Σcd] = iηacΣbd − iηbcΣad − iηadΣbc + iηbdΣac,[
TA,Σab
]
= iΛAab = iΓ
ABcd
ab τ
Bσcd. (1)
3In this paper internal indices are denoted by capital latin letters, Lorentz indices are denoted by small latin letters and
space-time indices are denoted by small greek letters. The fABC describe the structure constants of the SU(N) group
and ηab denotes the Minkowski metric. Besides there has been introduced the noncommutativity parameter Λ
A
ab as a
linear combination of the generators of SU(N)⊗ SO(3, 1) defined by the coefficients ΓABcdab . The quantities τ
A and
σab are the usual generators of the SU(N) and the SO(3, 1) group respectively and thus fulfil the usual commutation
relations without intersection,
[
τA, τB
]
= ifABCτC ,
[σab, σcd] = iηacσbd − iηbcσad − iηadσbc + iηbdσac,[
τA, σab
]
= 0. (2)
The generalized generators TA and Σab obeying the generalized algebra (1) can be represented as linear combination
of the usual generators τA and σab defined in (2),
TA = χABτB , Σab =M
cd
ab σcd, (3)
where the coefficients χAB belonging to the usual generators of the SU(N) group as well as the coefficients M cdab
belonging to the usual generators of the SO(3, 1) group are not usual numbers, but fulfil nontrivial commutation
relations with each other,
[
χAB,M cdab
]
= iΓABcdab ,
[
χAB, χCD
]
= 0,
[
M cdab ,M
ef
gh
]
= 0. (4)
Since the components of χAB as well as the ones ofM cdab are numbers but fulfil nontrivial commutation relations any-
how, they are quantities similar to grassmann numbers. The algebra (4) of course implies the canonical commutation
relations between the generalized generators defined in (1),
[
TA,Σab
]
=
[
χABτB ,M cdab σcd
]
=
[
χAB,M cdab
]
τBσcd = iΓ
ABcd
ab τ
Bσcd = iΛ
A
ab. (5)
Since the generalized generators Σab as well as the usual generators σab are antisymmetric with respect to the indices,
the tensor M cdab belonging to the generators of the SO(3, 1) group is also antisymmetric with respect to the first pair
and the second pair of indices:
M cdab = −M
cd
ba = −M
dc
ab =M
dc
ba . (6)
The tensors χAB and M cdab are further assumed to obey the following relations:
χAB =
(
χ−1
)BA
, M cdab =
(
M−1
)cd
ab
, (7)
which lead to certain trace properties for the new generators defined by the generalized algebra (1), which means
that the generalized SU(N) generators fulfil the same and the SO(3, 1) fulfil similar trace properties as the usual
generators (2) as will be shown below. That the generators Σab with each other still fulfil the commutation relations
of the SO(3, 1) group and the generators TA with each other still fulfil the commutation relations of the SU(N) group
implies that the following relations for the coefficients have to be valid, too:
f IJKτK = χAIχBJχCKfABCτK , ηikσjl =M
ab
ijM
cd
klM
fh
bd ηacσfh. (8)
By using (1),(2),(3),(4) and (7), the conditions (8) on the coefficients can be derived as follows:
[
TA, TB
]
= ifABCTC ⇔
[
χADτD, χBEτE
]
= ifABCχCGτG ⇔ χADχBE
[
τD, τE
]
= iχCGfABCτG
⇔ iχADχBEfDEHτH = iχCGfABCτG ⇔ i
(
χ−1
)IA (
χ−1
)JB
χADχBEfDEHτH = i
(
χ−1
)IA (
χ−1
)JB
χCGfABCτG
⇔ iδIDδJEfDEHτH = i
(
χ−1
)IA (
χ−1
)JB
χCGfABCτG ⇔ if IJKτK = iχAIχBJχCKfABCτK , (9)
4and the second relation can be derived analogously:
[Σab,Σcd] = iηacΣbd − iηbcΣad − iηadΣbc + iηbdΣac
⇔
[
M
ef
ab σef ,M
gh
cd σgh
]
= iηacM
fh
bd σfh − iηbcM
eh
ad σeh − iηadM
fg
bc σfg + iηbdM
eg
ac σeg
⇔ M
ef
ab M
gh
cd [σef , σgh] = iηacM
fh
bd σfh − iηbcM
eh
ad σeh − iηadM
fg
bc σfg + iηbdM
eg
ac σeg
⇔ M
ef
ab M
gh
cd (iηegσfh − iηfgσeh − iηehσfg + iηfhσeg)
= iηacM
fh
bd σfh − iηbcM
eh
ad σeh − iηadM
fg
bc σfg + iηbdM
eg
ac σeg
⇔ iM
ef
ab M
gh
cd ηegσfh = iηacM
fh
bd σfh
⇔ i
(
M−1
) ab
ij
(
M−1
) cd
kl
M
ef
ab M
gh
cd ηegσfh = i
(
M−1
) ab
ij
(
M−1
) cd
kl
ηacM
fh
bd σfh
⇔ iδei δ
f
j δ
g
kδ
h
l ηegσfh = i
(
M−1
) ab
ij
(
M−1
) cd
kl
ηacM
fh
bd σfh
⇔ iηikσjl = i
(
M−1
) ab
ij
(
M−1
) cd
kl
ηacM
fh
bd σfh
⇔ iηikσjl = iM
ab
ijM
cd
klM
fh
bd ηacσfh. (10)
In the next sections will be developed the corresponding gauge theory to the gauge group based on the algebra
considered in this section (1). To maintain gauge invariance of the corresponding action, which will be built, it
is important to calculate the trace of the product of two of the generalized generators, tr
[
TATB
]
and tr [ΣabΣcd]
respectively, from the trace of the product of two of the usual generators, which is given by
tr
[
τAτB
]
=
1
2
δAB , tr [σabσcd] = ηacηbd − ηadηbc. (11)
By using (7) and (11) this can be done for the generalized generators of the SU(N) group as follows :
tr
[
TATB
]
= tr
[
χACτCχBDτD
]
= χACχBDtr
[
τCτD
]
=
1
2
χACχBDδCD =
1
2
χACχBC =
1
2
χAC
(
χ−1
)CB
=
1
2
δAB,
(12)
and for the trace of the generalized generators of the SO(3, 1) group it can be done analogously:
tr [ΣabΣcd] = tr
[
M
ef
ab σefM
kl
cd σkl
]
=M efab M
kl
cd tr [σefσkl] =M
ef
ab M
kl
cd (ηekηfl − ηelηfk)
= M efab Mcdef −M
ef
ab Mcdfe = 2M
ef
ab Mcdef = 2M
ef
ab
(
M−1
)
efcd
= 2M efab
(
M−1
) kl
ef
ηkcηld = 2δ
k
aδ
l
bηkcηld = 2ηacηbd. (13)
III. CORRESPONDING GENERALIZATION OF GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS
In the last section has been introduced a generalized algebra for the generators of a SU(N) group and the SO(3, 1)
group leading to an intersection between these two groups. In this section the corresponding gauge theory based
on the combined gauge group belonging to this generalized algebra is considered. Since local gauge invariance is
postulated with respect to a fermionic matter field ψ, which dynamics is described by the Dirac equation, the
SO(3, 1) group has to be represented in the Dirac spinor space implying that the usual generators σab take the
following shape: σab = −
i
4 [γa, γb]. This implies for the generalized generators Σab related to the usual ones by
(3) Σab = −
i
4M
cd
ab [γc, γd]. The matter field ψ has to be assumed to have another internal degree of freedom
a SU(N) group refers to and accordingly the corresponding Dirac equation is invariant under global Yang-Mills
gauge transformations containing the generalized generators, UYM = exp
(
iαATA
)
, as well as global Lorentz gauge
transformations containing the generalized generators, UL = exp
(
iϕabΣab
)
. Accordingly it is also invariant under a
combined gauge transformation, which has to symmetrized because of the noncommutativity of the operators having
its origin in the presupposed noncommutativity of the generators of the two gauge groups,
[
TA,Σab
]
6= 0,
5UG =
UYMUL + ULUYM
2
=
exp
(
iαATA
)
exp
(
iϕabΣab
)
+ exp
(
iϕabΣab
)
exp
(
iαATA
)
2
=
exp
(
iαATA + iϕabΣab −
i
2α
AϕabΛAab + ...
)
+ exp
(
iϕabΣab + iα
ATA + i2α
AϕabΛAab + ...
)
2
= 1+ iαATA + iϕabΣab +O
(
α2, ϕ2
)
, (14)
where has to be used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, which reads as following:
exp(X) exp(Y ) = exp(X + Y +
1
2
[X,Y ] +
1
12
[X, [X,Y ]]−
1
12
[Y, [X,Y ]] + ...). (15)
Except that the generators fulfil the more general algebra, the infinitesimal element of the transformation operator (14)
corresponds to the usual transformation operator, because to the first order in α and ϕ the additional expressions of
the two terms with different order of the separated transformation operators cancel out. Since ψ¯ = ψ†γ0 is the adjoint
spinor to ψ in the Dirac spinor space, γ0U†Lγ
0 is the adjoint operator to UL, at least in the infinitesimal case considered
throughout this paper, in which it is unitary meaning that γ0U†Lγ
0UL = 1 and accordingly γ
0U
†
Gγ
0UG = 1, which
means U−1G = γ
0U
†
Gγ
0. To maintain local gauge invariance with respect to the combined gauge group correspopnding
to the transformation operator (14), one has to consider the following Lagrangian of a fermionic matter field:
LM = eψ¯ (iγ
mDm −m)ψ, (16)
where has been defined e = det
[
emµ
]
and the covariant derivative Dm corresponds to the usual covariant derivative
with respect to an internal SU(N) symmetry and the external SO(3, 1) symmetry with the usual generators obeying
(2) replaced by the generalized generators obeying (1),
Dm = e
µ
m
(
∂µ + iA
A
µT
A +
i
2
ωabµ Σab
)
= eµm
(
∂µ + iA
A
µχ
ABτB +
i
2
ωabµ M
cd
abσcd
)
. (17)
The coefficients of the spin connection ωabµ are related to the tetrad field e
µ
m according to
ωabµ = 2e
νa∂µe
b
ν − 2e
νb∂µe
a
ν − 2e
νa∂νe
b
µ + 2e
νb∂νe
a
µ + eµce
νaeσb∂σe
c
ν − eµce
νaeσb∂νe
c
σ. (18)
Accordingly the Lagrangian (16) is invariant under the following local symmetry transformation containing the trans-
formation operator defined in (14) with a space-time dependent gauge parameter:
ψ −→ UGψ, Dm −→ φ
n
mUGDnγ
0U
†
Gγ
0, eµm −→ φ
n
m e
µ
n, γ
m −→ φmnUGγ
nγ0U
†
Gγ
0, (19)
where φmn denotes a non infinitesimal Lorentz transformation matrix describing the transformation of Lorentz indices:
xm −→ φmnx
n. This means that the gauge fields transform as
Aµ −→ UGAµγ
0U
†
Gγ
0 − γ0U
†
Gγ
0∂µα UG, ωµ −→ UGωµγ
0U
†
Gγ
0 − γ0U
†
Gγ
0∂µω UG, e
µ
m −→ φ
n
m e
µ
n, (20)
if infinitesimal transformations are considered. The transformation rules (19) imply that the matter field and the
gauge potentials appearing in the covariant derivative (17) have to transform according to
ψ −→ (1+ iα+ iϕ)ψ +O
(
α2, ϕ2
)
,
Aµ −→ Aµ − ∂µα+ i[α,Aµ] + i[ϕ,Aµ] +O
(
α2, ϕ2
)
,
ωµ −→ ωµ − ∂µϕ+ i[ϕ, ωµ] + i[α, ωµ] +O
(
α2, ϕ2
)
,
eµm −→ e
µ
m + ϕ
n
m e
µ
n +O
(
ϕ2
)
, (21)
with α = αATA and ϕ = ϕabΣab. The invariance of the Dirac Lagrangian (16) containing the generalized covariant
derivative (17) under local gauge transformations of the shape (19) can in analogy to the usual case be seen as follows:
eψ¯ (iγµDµ −m)ψ −→ eψ¯γ
0U
†
Gγ
0
(
iφmnUGγ
nγ0U
†
Gγ
0φ pmUGDpγ
0U
†
Gγ
0 −m
)
UGψ = eψ¯ (iγ
µDµ −m)ψ, (22)
since γ0U†Gγ
0UG = U
−1
G UG = 1 and φ
m
nφ
p
m = δ
p
n.
6IV. GENERALIZED DYNAMICS INCORPORATING THE INTERSECTION FIELD STRENGTH
In the last section has been shown that the dynamics of fermionic matter fields is not modified under incorporation
of the generalized combined gauge group, although the gauge transformation conditions have to be extended. But
this holds not for the dynamics of the gauge fields themselves. The reason is that the algebraic properties of the
covariant derivative are changed and this leads to an additional term of the field strength tensor, from which the
action of any gauge field is built usually. This means that a generalized Lagrangian describing generalized dynamics
of the Yang-Mills field and the gravitational field has to be constructed by incorporating the additional term induced
by the generalized covariant derivative (17). Therefore the generalized field strength tensor has to be calculated first,
which is defined as usual as the commutator of the covariant derivatives and accordingly reads as follows:
Fmn = −i[Dm,Dn]
= −i[eµmDµ, e
ν
nDν ]
= −i [eµm (Dµe
ν
n)Dν − e
ν
n (Dνe
µ
m)Dµ + e
µ
me
ν
nDµDν − e
µ
me
ν
nDνDµ]
= −ieµme
ν
nT
ρ
µνDρ + e
µ
me
ν
n
1
2
RabµνΣab + e
µ
me
ν
nG
A
µνT
A − eµme
ν
nH
Aab
µν Λ
A
ab, (23)
where the following expressions for the several field strength sectors have been defined:
T ρµν = Dµe
ρ
ν −Dνe
ρ
µ,
Rabµν = ∂µω
ab
ν − ∂νω
ab
µ + ω
ac
µ ω
cb
ν − ω
ac
ν ω
cb
µ ,
GAµν = ∂µA
A
ν − ∂νA
A
µ − f
ABCABµA
C
ν ,
HAabµν = A
A
µω
ab
ν −A
A
ν ω
ab
µ . (24)
From the noncommutativity of the generators of the Yang-Mills gauge group with the generators of the Lorentz group
the new field strength tensor HAabµν arises besides the torsion T
ρ
µν , which is assumed to vanish, T
ρ
µν = 0, the Riemann
tensor Rabµν and the Yang-Mills field strength tensor G
A
µν . Because of the transformation property of the covariant
derivative (19) the field strength transforms analogously as follows:
Fmn = −i [Dm,Dn] −→ −i
[
UGDmγ
0U
†
Gγ
0,UGDnγ
0U
†
Gγ
0
]
= −iUG [Dm,Dn] γ
0U
†
Gγ
0 = UGFmnγ
0U
†
Gγ
0. (25)
The transformation rule (25) of course implies that all parts of the field strength tensor including the additional term
eµme
ν
nH
Aab
µν Λ
A
ab transform completely analogously to each other, which means
eµme
ν
nT
ρ
µνDρ −→ e
µ
me
ν
nUG
(
T ρµνDρ
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0,
eµme
ν
n
1
2
RabµνΣab −→ e
µ
me
ν
nUG
(
1
2
RabµνΣab
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0,
eµme
ν
nG
A
µνT
A −→ eµme
ν
nUG
(
GAµνT
A
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0,
eµme
ν
nH
Aab
µν Λ
A
ab −→ e
µ
me
ν
nUG
(
HAabµν Λ
A
ab
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0. (26)
To construct a Lagrangian containing the intersection field strength, the quantity HAabµν incorporating the noncom-
mutativity parameter of the generalized algebra for the generators (1) is introduced, which is defined according to
HAabµν Λ
A
ab = H
Aab
µν Γ
ABcd
ab τ
Bσcd ≡ H
Bcd
µν τ
Bσcd. (27)
The generalized action for the gauge fields SG based on the several sectors of the field strength tensor (24), which
is postulated in this paper, consists of the usual Einstein-Hilbert action, the usual action for a Yang-Mills field on
curved space-time and an intersection action containing the new sector of the field strength tensor defined in (24)
and (27) respectively: SG = SEH + SYM + SInt, where SEH denotes the Einstein-Hilbert action, SYM denotes the
Yang-Mills action and SInt denotes the intersection action. The intersection action is assumed to be quadratic and
formulated in analogy to the Yang-Mills action and thus the complete action for the gauge fields reads
7SG =
∫
d4x e
(
1
16piG
eµae
ν
bR
ab
µν +
1
4
eµaeρae
νbeσbG
A
µνG
A
ρσ +
1
4
eµaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd
)
. (28)
The gauge coupling constant of Yang-Mills theory is assumed to be equal to one in this paper in contrast to the
gravitational constant G. To justify the action for the gauge fields (28), it has to be shown that this postulated
action including the intersection term is gauge invariant with respect to the gauge transformations (26). Since the
generators have extended properties, gauge invariance has not only to be shown with respect to the intersection
Lagrangian, but also with respect to the Yang-Mills Lagrangian and the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. To perform the
gauge transformations, the several terms belonging to the action have to be rewritten by incorporating the generators
and building the traces. Thus the trace properties of the products of two of the generators considered in (11),(12)
and (13) become important here. At the beginning is considered gauge invariance of the Einstein-Hilbert term. The
following calculation shows that the Einstein-Hilbert term remains the same after a gauge transformation:
eµae
ν
bR
ab
µν = e
µceνdRabµνηacηbd =
1
2
tr
[
eµceνdΣcdR
ab
µνΣab
]
−→
1
2
tr
[
UG
(
eµceνdΣcd
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0UG
(
RabµνΣab
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0
]
=
1
2
eµceνdRabµν tr
[
UGΣabΣcdγ
0U
†
Gγ
0
]
=
1
2
eµceνdRabµν tr
[(
1+ iαATA + iϕefΣef
)
ΣabΣcd
(
1− iαATA − iϕefΣef
)]
+O
(
α2, ϕ2
)
=
1
2
eµceνdRabµν tr
[
ΣabΣcd + iα
A
(
TAΣabΣcd − ΣabΣcdT
A
)
+ iϕef (ΣefΣabΣcd − ΣabΣcdΣef )
]
=
1
2
eµceνdRabµν tr
[
ΣabΣcd + iα
A
(
TAΣabΣcd − ΣabΣcdT
A
)
+ iϕef (iηeaΣfb − iηfaΣeb − iηebΣfa + iηfbΣea)Σcd
−iϕefΣab (iηceΣdf − iηdeΣcf − iηcfΣde + iηdfΣce)
]
=
1
2
eµceνdRabµν tr
[
ΣabΣcd + iα
A
(
TAΣabΣcd − ΣabΣcdT
A
)
+ iϕef (2iηeaΣfb − 2iηebΣfa)Σcd
−iϕefΣab (2iηceΣdf − 2iηdeΣcf)
]
= eµceνdRabµν
[
ηacηbd + iα
A
(
TAηacηbd − ηacηbdT
A
)
+ iϕef (2iηeaηfcηbd − 2iηebηfcηad)
−iϕef (2iηceηadηbf − 2iηdeηacηbf )
]
= eµceνdRabµν
[
ηacηbd − 4ϕ
efηeaηfcηbd + 4ϕ
efηceηadηbf
]
= eµceνdRabµν [ηacηbd − 4ϕacηbd − 4ϕbcηad]
= eµceνdRabµν [ηacηbd + 4ϕbcηad − 4ϕbcηad]
= eµceνdRabµνηacηbd = e
µ
ae
ν
bR
ab
µν , (29)
where have been used (1),(13) and (26). Only in the line where the series expansion is introduced the Landau symbol
appears explicitly. The gauge invariance of the Yang-Mills action on curved space-time is shown in an analogous way,
1
4
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
A
ρσ =
1
2
tr
[
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνT
AGBρσT
B
]
−→
1
2
tr
[
eµaeνbeρae
σ
b UG
(
GAµνT
A
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0UG
(
GBρσT
B
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0
]
=
1
2
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
B
ρσ tr
[
UG
(
TATB
)
γ0U
†
Gγ
0
]
=
1
2
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
B
ρσ tr
[(
1+ iαCTC + iϕcdΣcd
) (
TATB
) (
1− iαCTC − iϕcdΣcd
)]
+O
(
α2, ϕ2
)
=
1
2
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
B
ρσ tr
[
TATB + iαC
(
TCTATB − TATBTC
)
+ iϕcd
(
ΣcdT
ATB − TATBΣcd
)]
=
1
2
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
B
ρσ tr
[
TATB + iαC
(
ifCADTDTB − ifBCDTATD
)
+ iϕcd
(
ΣcdT
ATB − TATBΣcd
)]
=
1
4
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
B
ρσ
[
δAB + iαC
(
ifCADδDB − ifBCDδAD
)
+ iϕcd
(
Σcdδ
AB − δABΣcd
)]
=
1
4
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
B
ρσ
[
δAB + iαC
(
ifCAB − ifBCA
)]
=
1
4
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
B
ρσδ
AB =
1
4
eµaeνbeρae
σ
bG
A
µνG
A
ρσ, (30)
8where have been used (1),(12) and (26). The decisive term is of course the intersection term, which is considered
now with respect to gauge invariance. Within the corresponding calculation it is useful to express the generalized
generators by the usual generators by using (3). The gauge invariance can be shown as follows:
1
4
eµeeρee
νfeσfH
Aab
µν H
A
ρσab =
1
8
eµeeρee
νfeσfH
Aab
µν H
Acd
ρσ (−ηabηcd + ηacηbd − ηadηbc) =
1
4
tr
[
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν τ
AσabH
Bcd
ρσ τ
Bσcd
]
−→
1
4
tr
[
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fUG
(
HAabµν τ
Aσab
)
U
†
GUG
(
HBcdρσ τ
Bσcd
)
U
†
G
]
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ tr
[
UG
(
τAσabτ
Bσcd
)
U
†
G
]
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ tr
[(
1+ iαCTC + iϕefΣef
) (
τAσabτ
Bσcd
) (
1− iαCTC − iϕefΣef
)]
+O
(
α2, ϕ2
)
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ tr
[(
1+ iαCχCDτD + iϕefM ghef σgh
) (
τAσabτ
Bσcd
) (
1− iαCχCDτD − iϕefM
gh
ef σgh
)]
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ tr
[
τAσabτ
Bσcd + iα
CχCD
(
τDτAσabτ
Bσcd − τ
Aσabτ
Bσcdτ
D
)
+iϕefM ghef
(
σghτ
Aσabτ
Bσcd − τ
Aσabτ
Bσcdσgh
)]
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ tr
[
τAσabτ
Bσcd + iα
CχCDσabσcd
(
τdτAτB − τAτBτD
)
+iϕefM ghef τ
AτB (σghσabσcd − σabσcdσgh)
]
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ tr
[
τAσabτ
Bσcd + iα
CχCDσabσcd
(
ifDAEτEτB − ifBDEτAτE
)
+iϕefM ghef τ
AτB (iηgaσhb − iηhaσgb − iηgbσha + iηhbσga)σcd
−iϕefM
gh
ef τ
AτBσab (iηcgσdh − iηdgσch − iηchσdg + iηdhσcg)
]
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ tr
[
τAσabτ
Bσcd + iα
CχCDσabσcd
(
ifDAEτEτB − ifBDEτAτE
)
+iϕefM ghef τ
AτB (2iηgaσhb − 2iηgbσha)σcd − iϕ
efM
gh
ef τ
AτBσab (2iηcgσdh − 2iηdgσch)
]
=
1
8
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ
[
δAB (−ηabηcd + ηacηbd − ηadηbc)
+iαCχCD (−ηabηcd + ηacηbd − ηadηbc)
(
ifDAEδEB − ifBDEδAE
)
+iϕefM ghef δ
AB (2iηga (−ηhbηcd + ηhcηbd − ηhdηbc)− 2iηfb (−ηhaηcd + ηhcηad − ηhdηac))
−iϕefM
gh
ef δ
AB (2iηcg (−ηabηdh + ηadηbh − ηahηbd)− 2iηdi (−ηabηch + ηacηbh − ηahηbc))
]
=
1
8
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ
[
2δABηacηbd + 2iα
CχCDηacηbd
(
ifDAEδEB − ifBDEδAE
)
+iϕefM ghef δ
AB (4iηgaηhcηbd − 4iηgbηhcηad)
−iϕefM
gh
ef δ
AB (4iηcgηadηbh − 4iηdgηacηbh)
]
=
1
8
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ
[
2δABηacηbd + 2iα
CχCDηacηbd
(
ifDAB − ifBDA
)
−8ϕefM ghef δ
ABηgaηhcηbd + 8ϕ
efM
gh
ef δ
ABηcgηadηbh
]
=
1
8
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ
[
2δABηacηbd − 8ϕ
efMefacδ
ABηbd + 8ϕ
efMefcbδ
ABηad
]
=
1
8
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ
[
2δABηacηbd − 8ϕ
efMefacδ
ABηbd − 8ϕ
efMefbcδ
ABηad
]
=
1
8
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ
[
2δABηacηbc + 8ϕ
efMefacδ
ABηbd − 8ϕ
efMefacδ
ABηbd
]
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
Bcd
ρσ δ
ABηacηbc
=
1
4
eµeeνfeρee
σ
fH
Aab
µν H
A
ρσab, (31)
9where have been used (6),(11) and (26) as well as the propertyHAabµν ηab = 0, which is valid since H
Aab
µν is antisymmetric
with respect to the Lorentz indices, HAabµν = −H
Aba
µν . In (31) the trace refers independently to the generators of the
SU(N) group as well as to the generators of the SO(3, 1) group, whereas in (30) it refers only to the generators of
the SU(N) group and in (29) it refers only to the generators of the SO(3, 1) group. Thus it has been shown that the
generalized combined action for Yang-Mills theory and general relativity considered according to (28) is indeed gauge
invariant under the generalized gauge group based on the algebra (1) and mediated by the transformation operator
(14) and can thus be postulated as action of the intersection gauge theory.
V. GENERALIZED ENERGY MOMENTUM TENSOR AND CORRESPONDING EINSTEIN FIELD
EQUATION
To obtain the generalized Einstein field equation, the complete action incorporating the fermionic matter action SM
corresponding to the Lagrangian (16) as well as the generalized action of the gauge fields SG, S = SM +SG, has to be
varied with respect to the tetrad field eµa . Since the action of the gravitational field itself without any interaction with
the Yang-Mills field is not changed, the left hand side of the Einstein field equation remains also unmodified. Because
of the additional term containing the intersection field strength HAabµν the energy momentum tensor with respect to
the Yang-Mills field is however changed decisively. This means that the general definition of the energy momentum
tensor with respect to the complete action containing matter fields has to to be considered,
T aµ = −
1
e
δ (SM + SYM + SInt)
δe
µ
a
, (32)
Since the action of the fermionic matter field SM as well as the action of the Yang-Mills field SYM are equivalent
to the corresponding usual actions formulated on curved space-time respectively, their energy momentum tensors are
not written explicitly here and accordingly it is made the following definition:
T aM µ = −
1
e
δSM
δe
µ
a
, T aYM µ = −
1
e
δSYM
δe
µ
a
. (33)
The decisive term within the energy momentum tensor (32) is of course the term induced by the intersection action
SInt, which is built from the new sector of the field strength. It is obtained by varying this action,
δSInt =
1
4
∫
d4x δ
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd
)
. (34)
Variation of the expression for the Lagrangian within the integral yields the following expression:
δ
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd
)
= δeeµaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4eδe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 2ee
µaeρae
νbeσb δH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd
= −eecλδe
λ
c e
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4eδe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd
+2eeµaeρae
νbeσb
(
ABµ δω
ef
ν −A
B
ν δω
ef
µ
)
ΓBAcdef H
A
ρσcd
= −eecλδe
λ
c e
µaeρae
νbeσbH
A
µνH
A
ρσcd + 4eδe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4ee
µaeρae
νbeσbA
B
µ Γ
BAcd
ef H
A
ρσcdδω
ef
ν
= −eecλδe
λ
c e
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4eδe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4Γ
BAcd
ef Ξ
ABefg
cdλ (A, e) δe
λ
g
=
[
−ee
g
λe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4eδ
µ
λδ
ageρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4Γ
BAcd
ef Ξ
ABefg
cdλ (A, e)
]
δeλg , (35)
where has been used the variation rule of the determinant of the tetrad field, δe = −eeaµδe
µ
a , (27) and accordingly
δHAabµν = δH
Bcd
µν Γ
BAab
ρσ =
(
ABµ δω
cd
ν − A
B
ν δω
cd
µ
)
ΓBAabcd , (36)
and a relation, which is derived in the following calculation:
10
∫
d4x fδωabµ =
∫
d4x f
(
2δeνa∂µe
b
ν + 2e
νa∂µδe
b
ν − 2δe
νb∂µe
a
ν − 2e
νb∂µδe
a
ν
−2δeνa∂νe
b
µ − 2e
νa∂νδe
b
µ + 2δe
νb∂νe
a
µ + 2e
νb∂νδe
a
µ
+δeµce
νaeσb∂σe
c
ν + eµcδe
νaeσb∂σe
c
ν + eµce
νaδeσb∂σe
c
ν + eµce
νaeσb∂σδe
c
ν
−δeµce
νaeσb∂νe
c
σ − eµcδe
νaeσb∂νe
c
σ − eµce
νaδeσb∂νe
c
σ − eµce
νaeσb∂νδe
c
σ
)
=
∫
d4x
[
2fδνρδ
ad∂µe
b
ν − 2δνρδ
bd∂µ (fe
νa)− 2fδνρδ
bd∂µe
a
ν + 2δνρδ
ad∂µ
(
feνb
)
−2fδνρδ
ad∂νe
b
µ + 2δµρδ
bd∂ν (fe
νa) + 2fδνρδ
bd∂νe
a
µ − 2δµρδ
ad∂ν
(
feνb
)
+fδµρδ
d
c e
νaeσb∂σe
c
ν + feµcδ
ν
ρδ
adeσb∂σe
c
ν + feµce
νaδσρ δ
bd∂σe
c
ν − δνρδ
cd∂σ
(
feµce
νaeσb
)
−fδµρδ
d
c e
νaeσb∂νe
c
σ − feµcδ
ν
ρδ
adeσb∂νe
c
σ − feµce
νaδσρ δ
bd∂νe
c
σ + δσρδ
cd∂ν
(
feµce
νaeσb
)]
δe
ρ
d,(37)
where f denotes an arbitrary function and which becomes manifest with respect to (35) in the following special form:
∫
d4x eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ δω
ef
ν =
∫
d4x
[
2eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ δ
g
λδ
ei∂νe
f
g − 2δgλδ
fi∂ν
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ e
ge
)
−2eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ δ
g
λδ
fi∂νe
e
g + 2δgλδ
ei∂ν
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ e
gf
)
−2eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ δ
g
λδ
ei∂ge
f
ν + 2δνλδ
fi∂g
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ e
ge
)
+2eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ δ
g
λδ
fi∂ge
e
ν − 2δνλδ
ei∂g
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ e
gf
)
+eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ δνλδ
i
he
geeσf∂σe
h
g + ee
µaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ eνhδ
g
λδ
eieσf∂σe
h
g
+eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ eνhe
geδσλδ
fi∂σe
h
g − δgλδ
hi∂σ
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ eνhe
geeσf
)
−eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ δνλδ
i
he
geeσf∂ge
h
σ − ee
µaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ eνhδ
g
λδ
eieσf∂ge
h
σ
−eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ eνhe
geδσλδ
fi∂ge
h
σ + δσλδ
hi∂g
(
eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
A
ρσcdA
B
µ eνhe
geeσf
)]
δeλi
≡
∫
d4x ΞABeficdλ (A, e) δe
λ
i . (38)
The last line of (38) represents a definition of the new quantity ΞAbeficdλ (A, e), which depends accordingly on the Yang-
Mills field and the gravitational field. Inserting (33) and (34) with (35) into the definition of the generalized energy
momentum tensor (32) yields the following expression for the generalized energy momentum tensor corresponding to
the generalization of the action of the Yang-Mills field and the gravitational field according to (28) as invariant action
under gauge transformations induced by the generalized algebra (1):
T
g
λ = T
g
M λ + T
g
Y M λ −
1
4e
δ(eeµaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd)
δeλg
= T gM λ + T
c
Y M λ −
1
4e
[
−ee
g
λe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4eδ
µ
λδ
ageρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd + 4Γ
BAcd
ef Ξ
ABefg
cdλ (A, e)
]
= T gM λ + T
g
Y M λ +
[
1
4
e
g
λe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd − δ
µ
λδ
ageρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd −
1
e
ΓBAcdef Ξ
ABefg
cdλ (A, e)
]
. (39)
The generalized Einstein field equation, 1
e
δSEH
δe
µ
a
= − 1
e
δ(SM+SYM+SInt)
δe
µ
a
= T aµ , can now be written explicitly. As
already mentioned, the left hand side of the corresponding generalized Einstein field equation is not modified, since
the Einstein-Hilbert action as action of the free gravitational field according to (28) remains unchanged implying
Raµ −
1
2Re
a
µ = 8piGT
a
µ . Therefore the generalized Einstein field equation is obtained by inserting the generalized
energy momentum tensor containing the intersection term (39) to the usual form of the Einstein field equation
leading to
R
g
λ −
1
2
Re
g
λ = 8piG
[
T
g
M λ + T
g
YM λ +
1
4
e
g
λe
µaeρae
νbeσbH
A
µνcdH
Acd
ρσ − δ
µ
λδ
ageρae
νbeσbH
Acd
µν H
A
ρσcd −
1
e
ΓBAcdef Ξ
ABefg
cdλ (A, e)
]
,
(40)
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where Raµ denotes the Ricci tensor, which is defined as R
a
µ = e
ν
bR
ab
µν , and R denotes the Ricci scalar, which is defined
as R = eµae
ν
bR
ab
µν . The generalized field equation of the Yang-Mills field is obtained by varying the generalized action
(28) with respect to the Yang-Mills field AAµ and thus reads as follows:
δ (SYM + SM + SInt)
δAEσ
= eeµaeρae
νbeσb
[
−∂µ
(
∂νA
E
ρ − ∂ρA
E
ν
)
−
(
∂µA
A
ν − ∂νA
A
µ
)
fABEABρ + f
ABCfADEABµA
C
ν A
D
ρ
]
−eψ¯γmeσmT
Eψ + eeµaeρae
νbeσb
[
ABµ ω
cd
ν ω
ef
ρ −A
B
ν ω
cd
µ ω
ef
ρ
]
ΓBAijcd Γ
EAij
ef = 0. (41)
This interaction structure of the Yang-Mills field with the gravitational field is much more complicated compared with
the usual case and accordingly represents a violation of the equivalence principle.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
It has been considered an intersection of Yang-Mills theory with the gauge description of general relativity. This
intersection has its origin in a generalized algebra, where the generators of the internal SU(N) group and the generators
of the external SO(3, 1) group fulfil nontrivial commutation relations. The commutator is assumed to be equal to
an element in the tensor space of the space of the usual generators of the SU(N) group and the space of the usual
generators of the SO(3, 1) group, SU(N)⊗ SO(3, 1). This generalized algebra can be realized by building quantities,
which are linear combinations of the usual SU(N) generators and the usual SO(3, 1) generators respectively under
the assumption that the coefficients of the SU(N) generators do not commute with the coefficients of the SO(3, 1)
generators. Under special conditions on the coefficients the generalized quantities fulfil the same algebraic properties
as the usual generators except that they obey the additional commutation relations. If local gauge invariance of a
matter field equation is postulated with respect to the gauge group corresponding to this generalized algebra, this
leads to a generalization of the combination of Yang-Mills gauge theory and the SO(3, 1) gauge description of general
relativity. Within this generalization all quantities are influenced by the complete gauge group, since in contrast to
the usual case the two gauge groups are not independent of each other anymore. This implies extended transformation
rules for the gauge fields. The dynamics of fermionic matter is not influenced by the generalization of the algebra,
since the usual local gauge invariant Dirac Lagrangian remains invariant, if there are considered the generalized gauge
transformations. But if the corresponding field strength tensor is built from the covariant derivative containing the
generalized generators, an additional sector appears, which consists of the connection of the Yang-Mills field as well
as the connection of general relativity. From this intersection field strength a new sector of the action has been
constructed in analogy to the Yang-Mills action, which is therefore quadratic in the new field strength. It has been
shown that not only this new action but also the usual Einstein-Hilbert action as well as the usual Yang-Mills action
in curved space-time are still invariant under the generalized gauge transformations. After this, the energy momentum
tensor under incorporation of the new dynamical term has been calculated to obtain the corresponding generalized
inhomogeneous Einstein field equation. The field equation of the Yang-Mills field are of course also modified decisively
and this leads to a violation of the equivalence principle.
Since the presented theory establishes a relation between the internal SU(N) symmetry referring to a quantum
number and the external SO(3, 1) symmetry, it should be considered as a possible approximation to a more general
theory, where the gravitational interaction of general relativity and the interactions of the standard model of particle
physics are incorporated to a description with respect to one unified symmetry principle. According to this interpre-
tation the intersection term would be a consequence of this more general description of nature as a generalization of
the usual description according to the known gauge theories at low energies. The corresponding generalized algebra
represents as supersymmetry a way to relate internal and external symmetries by an algebra extending the special
properties of a Lie algebra. The generalization of the interaction of the gravitational field with Yang-Mills fields
according to the intersection of Yang-Mills theory with the gauge description of general relativity could give an alter-
native explanation or at least a partial explanation to astrophysical and cosmological phenomena, which are usually
interpreted as consequences of the existence of dark matter. This seems to be quite plausible, since the modification of
the gravitational interaction just concerns the interaction of gravity with gauge bosons and not with fermionic matter
and the interaction of the gauge bosons of the standard model with gravity is not explored very well empirically. Of
course, the generalization can also be applied to the simplest case of electromagnetism with U(1) gauge group. In
this case the interaction of gravity with electromagnetic radiation would be modified. This could become interesting
in particular with respect to cosmology. Accordingly under certain conditions the presented theory could even yield
a possible explanation for the acceleration of the expansion rate of the universe.
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